about us
Let’s face it, seeing a financial adviser is never going to be top of your list for
a fun afternoon. But deep down you know that getting professional advice
on your finances would be time and money well spent. At Equanimity we
also like to think it’ll be a faster, friendlier and a lot more interesting than
you imagined.
Equanimity means ‘balance’ and that’s exactly what we bring to your
finances. We adopt a holistic approach to financial advice recognising that a
change in one area will impact on others. So, while you may come to us for
specific advice on a mortgage, pension or investment we will always take
the time to look at your bigger financial picture and advise you accordingly.
We appreciate that money is a deeply personal matter and so we pride
ourselves on building a strong rapport with our customers. Before we offer
any advice we will spend time getting to know you as well as your finances.
By establishing a good relationship built on approachability, openness and
respect, we will work with you to achieve your financial goals.
Equanimity is proudly independent, providing unbiased advice on financial
products from every provider—all with a transparent fee structure that
reinforces our impartiality. We are also one of relatively few financial
advisers to really understand and actively offer a broad range of ethical
products. This reflects Equanimity’s core philosophy—to always do the
right thing.
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financial review
Many people are afraid to look too closely at their finances but with
Equanimity’s friendly and professional approach you can confidently take
control of your financial future. Everything begins with a free one-hour
consultation followed by a full financial review if you instruct us. This review,
printed for reference, is a frank and thorough statement of your current
financial situation and your financial goals. It is an invaluable service in its
own right but also forms the basis of any advice about specific products.
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general savings
Whether you’re saving for a rainy day or something more exciting—
Equanimity believes saving is about structure. Starting with a clear
understanding of your goals, Equanimity will advise on the best places to
save, how much to put away and how long for—all with the right levels of
flexibility and risk for your circumstances. We can set up a direct debit for
you and provide regular reviews as your circumstances change to really
help your savings grow with you.
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retirement planning
Retirement is probably the most important but most neglected area of
your finances. Equanimity offers a wealth of retirement possibilities from
pensions to ISAs to property investments. With the highest qualifications
and expertise in providing independent pension advice—including the
latest government schemes and incentives—Equanimity can also advise
on the best way to release your capital and on planning for inheritance tax.
We’ll discuss your expectations, assess your options and help you put your
retirement plan into action.

lump sum investments
Finding yourself with a lump sum to invest is a one-off opportunity to make
a positive difference. At Equanimity we will consider your whole financial
situation and advise you on the best way to allocate your funds between
current and future commitments. Your personalised plan could combine
actions such as paying off your mortgage, starting a savings scheme,
boosting your pension fund or investing in shares to ensure that your
windfall doesn’t just melt away but actively contributes to your life and
financial future.

mortgages
Equanimity has extensive mortgage experience and can give independent
advice from the whole of the market—and as such we are in an excellent
position to help you get the mortgage you want. But because getting a
mortgage is easier than paying it, we’re committed to providing independent,
honest and realistic advice based on a thorough understanding of your
circumstances. In this way we’ll work with you to ensure you don’t just
get a mortgage—you get the right mortgage that you can really live with.

financial protection
Because you never know what’s around the corner, Equanimity can
prepare you for the worst while hoping for the best. We help you take
stock of your responsibilities and offer independent advice on a wide
range of income protection policies designed to cushion the financial blow
to your family in the event of redundancy, accident, illness or death. They
may not be nice to think about—but once in place they offer peace of
mind to you and your family.

corporate advice
Even small limited companies need regular financial advice to make the
most of their assets and fulfil their legal requirements. At Equanimity
we specialise in helping small businesses with their finances. Once we
thoroughly understand you and your business we can help you keep pace
with ever-changing financial responsibilities while providing tailored benefits
packages designed to support, motivate and retain your workforce.

what next?
So what next? Well, it will cost you exactly nothing to find out if we can
help you because our initial consultation is free. We can then research your
options and present them to you on paper or in person. There’s no financial
mumbo jumbo, just straightforward plain speaking and plenty of patience
to answer all of your questions. With all the facts, understanding and
confidence you need to make a good decision, you can either act yourself
or we can make any arrangements for you.
If you would like to find out more about how Equanimity do business or to
arrange your first consultation, please get in touch using the details below.
Equanimity IFA
99 White Lion Street
London N1 9PF
T: 020 7713 9356
E: info@eq-ifa.co.uk
www.eq-ifa.co.uk

www.eq-ifa.co.uk

